
Developing regional economies by 
tapping the strength of the region

Challenge to 
regional 

revitalization
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It appears suddenly in Moriyama, a huge glasshouse. In this 
glasshouse, one of Japan’s largest with an area of 18,720 square meters 
and a height of 7 meters, a riot of beautiful roses bloom. The operator 
of this facility is the largest rose-cultivation company in the prefecture, 
Kunieda Co., Ltd.

The Bank provided financing for the construction of this 
glasshouse based on a “business assessment,” since it was expected 
that this will significantly lead to developing Moriyama Rose as a local 
brand.

Moriyama is a leading rose-producing area of Japan. Today, the 
industry faces a range of issues, including a decline in the number of 
producers due to aging population, a fall in quality associated with 
weather factors and a decline in the production volume. To solve these 
problems, Kunieda, which considers itself a guardian of Japan’s 
horticulture and agriculture, decided to construct a giant glasshouse 
using cutting-edge systems, drawing on the expertise of the 
Netherlands, a leading rose producing country.

In this system, temperature, atmospheric pressure, amount of 
sunshine, and other variables are controlled and are not dependent on 

The Bank aims to ensure shared prosperity with regional communities as laid down in our CSR Charter and will work to ensure regional revitalization 
and a sustainable society by providing financing and solutions based on “business assessments.*”

Regional revitalization through Moriyama Roses

Declining birthrate, aging population, 
and depopulating society Creation of growth industries Local brandingAdvancement of globalization

Regional vitalization Resolution of social issuesSustainable development of business 
clients and regional community

● Profound business assessment
● Regional Economic Innovation Cycle
● ABL (asset based lending)
● Crowdfunding

● Support for business creation and development of new businesses, 
Saturday School for Entrepreneurship, and Nonohana Support Group

● Demonstrating consulting functions (business succession, M&A, etc.)
● Industry-academic-government cooperation

Issues

Initiatives

Main theme the Bank
should aim for

Challenge to regional revitalization

* Business assessments
Due evaluation of business portfolio and growth potential at companies without depending unduly on financial data, collateral or guarantees. 
We form a full understanding of our business customers by taking a multifaceted perspective that includes the business philosophy and the 
strengths and weaknesses of the business, as well as visions and action plans for the future.

the weather. It is possible to harvest high-quality roses round the year. 
Another advantage is reduced use of agricultural chemicals thanks to 
rigorous air-conditioning management to keep out harmful insects. 
This also opened up the prospect of edible roses and other possibilities 
envisaged by the “Sixth industry” policy.

The Bank has supported this concept from the planning stage. We 
judged that by creating a regional brand out of Moriyama Roses, it 
would be possible to boost employment and tourism and so vitalize 
the region. The Bank held multiple dialogues with Kunieda to achieve 
this.

For construction funding, the Bank teamed up with local 
authorities and financial institutions. The Bank recognized the future 
and growth prospects of the business, supported as it is by the 
company’s expertise in agriculture, the know-how and technology it 
has built up, and its marketing channels and provided financing based 
on our “business assessments.”

Looking ahead, we will continue to contribute to regional 
revitalization by providing multifaceted advice that leverages not only 
the Bank’s financial resources but also its business know-how and 
networks.

Overall view of the glass house

Creating the future of the region together — �nancing and solutions based on “business assessments”

Items that correspond to benchmarks 
for �nancial intermediary function 

Finance 
benchmark
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To demonstrate our consulting function, we provide a wide range of financing options corresponding to the development stage of the customer.
In particular, we aim to create a virtuous circle that can grow together with customers by emphasizing problem-solving through supporting 

customers in their main business.

Believing that you have to “defend your own castle yourself,” the Bank 

was a pioneer among banks in adopting the Foundation Internal 

Ratings Based-Approach (FIRB) and other measures as a means of 

increasing the sophistication of its risk management. It has also made 

available its expertise as a FIRB bank for raising management standards 

at clients. Through the “Ratings Communication Service” and the 

“Ratings Simulation Service,” the Bank is committed to resolving issues 

and promoting growth by talking and listening to the client over time.

Using the “Ratings Communication Service,” the Bank shares 

with its clients their respective “strengths” and “weaknesses” which were 

discovered through the rating process. The service also aims to support 

the clients in building sustainable management infrastructures and 

increasing their corporate value, by working together with them to 

solve their problems and improve their financial condition.

By creating a Bank’s unique credit-rating process, the Bank enables 

simulations of quantitative credit ratings based on predicted future 

financial position. This mechanism is used by our “Ratings Simulation 

Service,” which was launched in December 2015. In the “Ratings 

Communication Service,” the Bank translates the business vision of the 

customer into specifics within the financial statements, and engages in 

dialogue with the customer about the future of the business through a 

process of predicting quantitative ratings. Based on what the Bank has 

learned in this way, we can offer support to business customers for 

measures to secure their future.
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Ratings Communication Service clients (cumulative total)

Borrowers (No. of customers)

Measures in the Ratings Communication Service and Ratings Simulation Service

Ratings Communication Service clients (No. of customers)

Customers subject to ongoing Ratings Communication Service 

Customers showing improvement

FY2016FY2015Items

1,341

1,007

1,359

1,042

Improvement at customers subject to ongoing 
Ratings Communication Service 

Business
launch

Startup
period

Growth
period

Period of
operational

stability Period of
recession

Relaunch
stage1,528 customers

¥93.1 billion

1,518 customers
¥186.1 billion

11,458 customers
¥1,428.1 billion

828 customers
¥57.9 billion

1,410 customers
¥131.1 billionNo. of borrowers and balance of loans, by stage of corporate development (as of March 2017)

Crowdfunding

Shigagin Hometown Investment Fund, etc.

Business matching
Private placement bonds, 

syndicated loan, etc.

Business succession, 
asset succession, and M&A
Large-scale subsidies, etc.

New Business Support Loan

Shigagin Growth Strategy Fund, etc.

Demonstrating consulting functions and providing diversified methods of financing

Providing solutions tailored to corporate development stages

Finance 
benchmark

Finance 
benchmark

Finance 
benchmark
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The “Saturday School for Entrepreneurship” supports a strong spirit of 
entrepreneurship, through lectures by business executives currently 
active in fields and by experts in support for compilation of business 
plans, based on themes such as healthcare, regional resources, 
tourism, AI and IoT.

Fiscal 2017’s “Saturday School for Entrepreneurship,” which began 
in May, will be its eighteenth year. The school will be held on 
Saturdays, five times a year.

The “New Business Support Loan” series (familiarly known as 
Nonohana Loans) provides funding support needed for entry into 
new business fields and development of new businesses. So far, over 
¥4.0 billion has been invested in a cumulative total of 201 companies.

Due to the increasing need for financing for entry into new 
businesses, the amount of loans made in fiscal 2016 was the highest 
ever.

The Nonohana Prize is given to commend initiatives for new 
businesses produced by “Saturday School for Entrepreneurship” 
students. In fiscal 2016, we gave individualized support to companies 
entered in alliance with Leave a Nest Co., Ltd. as part of our support for 
the customer’s main business through business assessment. 
Additionally, we established the “Sponsors’ Prize” with the 
cooperation of seven listed companies. A total of 42 companies were 
entered in the competition and eight companies reached the final 
screening after a multiple-stage selection process. Business plans 
were presented by those eight companies and were awarded 
respective prizes.
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In April 2014, the Bank and the Regional Economy Vitalization 
Corporation of Japan founded the “Shigagin Growth Strategy Fund” 
together. The Bank aims to improve the corporate value of the 
companies it invests in by making investments in startups as well as 
small and medium-sized enterprises and providing hands-on support 
for growth.

No. of cases of start-ups involving the Bank

No. of cases of relaunch involving the Bank

Fiscal year ended 
March 31, 2017

Fiscal year ended 
March 31, 2016Items

57 222

32 31

Cooperative Funds with Regional Economy 
Vitalization Corporation of Japan

In order to create new businesses that will lead the future, we started 
the “Saturday School for Entrepreneurship,” which offers business tips, 
offers industry-academic-government cooperation support through 
the new business support network “Nonohana Support Group,” and 
offers financing and other services for a wide variety of funding needs 
through initiatives such as “Shigagin New Business Support Loan” and 
“Shigagin Growth Strategy Fund.”

 “Sowing Seeds of New Businesses, Cultivating
their Buds, and Making Flowers Bloom”

Business Forum: Saturday School for 
Entrepreneurship

Shigagin Nonohana Prize

Support for Business Creation and
Development of New Businesses

Shigagin New Business Support Loan

Shigagin New Business Support Loans made to date (cumulative)

Office of Society-Academia
Collaboration for Innovation,

Kyoto University

Advanced Science, Technology
& Management Research

Institute of KYOTO (ASTEM)

Japan Science and
Technology Agency (JST)

Research & Strategy
Promotion Center, Kyoto
Institute of Technology

Research Center for
Cooperation with Society,

Shiga University

Research Collaboration and
Promotion Center, Shiga

University of Medical Science

Shiga Prefecture

Industrial Research
Center of Shiga Prefecture

Northeastern Industrial
Research Center of

Shiga Prefecture

Shiga Prefecture
Industrial Support Center

Collaborative Research
Center, The University

of Shiga Prefecture

University Industry
Liaison Office,

Doshisha University

Research Promotion Center,
Nagahama Institute of

Bio-Science and Technology

BKC Research Office,
Division of Research,

Ritsumeikan
University

Ryukoku Extension
Center (REC),

Ryukoku University

Shigagin new business support network Nonohana Support Group

Promising new businesses

(Title omitted)
(As of April 2017)

Shigagin Growth Strategy Fund
Investment Business Limited

Liability Partnership
Growth and Industrialization
of Shiga Agriculture, Forestry

and Fisheries Businesses
Investment Business Limited

Liability Partnership

Industrial-Academic-
Financial-Governmental
Technical Advisory Board

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu LLC

Nomura Securities Co., Ltd.

Future Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

AGP CORPORATION

Tokyo Stock Exchange

Pricewaterhouse
Coopers Kyoto

Nippon Venture
Capital Co., Ltd.

Osaka Small and Medium Business
Investment & Consultation Co., Ltd

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

SMBC Nikko Securities Inc.

Development
Bank of Japan Inc.

Shiga Economic
Industrial Association

Kansai Head Office, Organization
for Small & Medium Enterprises and

Regional Innovation, JAPAN

Ant Capital Partners Co., Ltd.

Industrial-Academic-Financial-Governmental Technical Advisory Board

Masashi Yasuda (Professor at Collaborative Research Center, The University of Shiga Prefecture)
Keisuke Makino (Professor Emeritus at Kyoto University)
Yoshihiko Nakatani (Deputy General Manager of Industry-Academia-Government
Collaboration Strategy Board, Ritsumeikan University)
Masahiro Yoshimoto (Director of Academia-Industry-Government Cooperation
Promotion Office, Research & Strategy Promotion Center, Kyoto Institute of Technology)
Masataka Fukao (Director of Ryukoku Extension Center (REC), Ryukoku University) 

Shigagin
Lease Capital

Executive Office
Business Promotion

Dept.

Shiga Bank
The Shigagin

Economic & Cultural
Center Co., Ltd.

Amount (millions of yen)
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Finest saba-zushi (mackerel sushi)
from Santoku

Nagamaha
City

Finest garlic, the blessing 

of Kohoku

Takashima
City

Restaurant fund directly
managed by farms

Takashima
City

Furosen by Uehara Syuzou

Takashima
City

Funazushi fermented sushi, an exquisite
delicacy of Japan’s lake country

Otsu City

Kyoto “SAKE TO SAKANA TO

OTOKOMAE-SHOKUDO”

Kyoto City

The Bank is supporting entrepreneurs via crowdfunding methods to offer new products and services that 

increase the regional brand attractiveness or use regional resources. In accordance with the areas of need and 

characteristics, we collaborate with multiple crowdfunding business operators.

Shigagin Hometown Investment Fund

Developing regional brand through crowdfunding

In February 2015, the Bank established the “Shigagin Hometown 

Investment Fund,” which invests primarily in specified funds 

established by crowdfunding. The Bank supports crowdfunding, 

having made five investments using this platform to date in small 

funds for which the Hometown Investment Fund can be expected 

to have a “pump-priming” effect.

(as of March 31, 2017)
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No. of cases

Balance (billions of yen)

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2017

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2016Items

91 139

7.8 12.2

ABL

With over 5,800 client companies registered as users, the 
Bank has handled Densai drawing (accrual records) in 29,000 
instances to date, with a total value of more than ¥120.0 
billion.

Electronically recorded monetary claims

● “Shigagin” Densai Service (commenced from February 2013)

This is a new kind of fund procurement method, an 
independently developed service using Densai. Densai 
received by the supplier are purchased by the Bank on a 
non-recourse basis (= no obligation to buy back).

● Densai Factoring Service

Electronically recorded monetary claim (electronic bill) 
purchase is a service we offer in which non-recourse 
purchase is undertaken (= with no buyback obligation).

● Electronic bill purchase service

Credit payable Credit payable

Providing diversified methods of financing

● Kyoto Regional Revitalization Comprehensive Special Zone

Within the zone, we offer interest subsidies of up to 0.7% for 
as long as five years for a business program to develop 
industrial tourism facilities such as accommodation facilities 
and commercial facilities to encourage tourist visits and stays.

By utilizing the Asset Based Lending (ABL) method, the 
Bank offers flexible funding without real estate collateral or 
guarantees.

BANKBA
N
K

BANK

Paying company

1) Request for record
      of accrual

Supplier
(subcontractor)

Supplier
(sub-subcontractor)

Sale and delivery
of goods

Sale and delivery
of goods

2) Request for record
      of assignment

Remittance
between accounts

Automatic remittance
on the due date!

Financial
institution

Financial
institution

Financial
institution

densai.net
densai.net Co., Ltd.
[Electronic monetary claim registration organization]

1) Record of
      accrual

Original
record

3) Record of
      payment, etc.

2) Record of
      assignment

Company A
Paying company

Company B
Supplier

1) Conclusion of basic agreement
on Densai Factoring Service

densai.net

2) Delivery and
billing request

10) Settlement
funds

Payment

3) Record of
accrual

Data submission

6) Request for
purchase

(FAX)

5) Record of accrual
Notification

8) Record of
assignment
Notification

4) Record of accrual
Request

Shiga Bank

7) Record of assignment
Request

9) Purchase
charge

Payment

We support client growth by arranging coordinated funding 
involving large sums and multiple financial institutions.

Syndicated loan

Because issues of private placement bonds are limited to 
top-level companies that meet certain creditworthiness 
criteria, evidence that the issuing entity is a blue chip is 
needed. Additionally, it is possible to procure long-term, 
stable funding, as it is a direct-financing method.

Being entrusted with private placement bonds

Within the zone, we offer interest subsidies of up to 0.7% for 
as long as five years for companies involved in medical and 
health management device development and 
commercialization, and in 
businesses creating 
health support services.

Interest subsidy program

● “Shiga Health Creation” zone

The Bank has been designated as a financial institution 
eligible to handle interest subsidies to promote 
environment-friendly financing, a program being organized 
by the Ministry of the Environment.

● Initiative providing interest subsidies to promote
environment-friendly financing

Clients

Bank B Bank C

Bank A Bank D

Arranger
(Shiga Bank)

Syndicate Group

Government (Ministry of the Environment)
Subsidy grant

Status and benefit
report/approval

Interest subsidyApplication for
and approval

of grant

Environment-
friendly
finance

Repayment
Confirmation of
use of funding
Monitoring

Japan Environment Association

Shiga Bank

Business clients

Finance 
benchmark
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The Bank sees “business assessments” as an important part 
of day-to-day communication with the business client. 
Based on evaluations of future viability after an analysis of 
sector trends and the clients’ business, it believes it vital to 
provide financing and solutions based on business 
assessments, without depending unduly on collateral or 
guarantees. Additionally, it sees its role as contributing to the 
development of the regional economy by providing 
financing based on business assessments and proposing 
optimal solutions tailored to corporate development stages.

In partnership with branches, and the Business Promotion 
Department, Credit Supervision Department, General Planning 
Department and Financial Markets & International Department, 
the Bank proactively takes measures to “support main business” 
and “support management improvement” at business customers 
in accordance with their requests and corporate development 
stages. Specifically, the Bank leverages partnerships with external 
experts and organizations when needed in areas such as 
boosting sales, cutting costs, advice on shoring up the financial 
position, organizational restructuring, business transfers, M&A, 
and a wide range of other business regeneration measures.

The Bank supports its customers with compilation of 
“business improvement plans” as a measure to resolve 
issues which have been identified in the Ratings 
Communication Service. Due follow-up of progress in the 
proposed plan is also offered as part of our support for 
improving business of the customer.

Analysis is undertaken of the 
client’s past financial 
condition, in addition to 
industry trends and client 

business, and the Bank informs clients of their 
respective strengths and weaknesses.

Ratings Communication 
Service

Providing �nancing and solutions based on
business assessments(Ratings CS)

Past

By forecasting and sharing 
details of future financial 
position based on client 
business strategy (targets), 

we support improvement of corporate 
value.

Ratings Simulation 
Service (Ratings SS)

Future

Developm
ent of regional econom

y

[Qualitative Surface]
Low  ←  Business assessments (future)  →  High

[Q
uantitative Surface]

↑  Past �nancial inform
ation and ratings  

↓

Support for “business
transformation” and

“improvement of
management functions”

Support for growth

Support for
liquidations and

business closures, etc.

Support for
turnarounds

(+ growth support)

Customers who formulated business improvement plans (accumulated total)

1,223

1,407
1,463

1,340

1,087

926

759
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Customers who formulated business improvement plans (No. of customers)

Backup system for our customers

Customers

Providing financing and solutions based on business assessments

Branches

Shigagin group

Branch support, queries, and consultation measures

Business Promotion Dept. Credit Supervision Dept.

Financial Markets & International Dept.General Planning Dept.

The Shigagin Economic & Cultural Center Co., Ltd.

Support system for SMEs

Regional Banks Association of Japan

Liaison Council for Certi�ed Supporting Institutions

SME Revitalization Support Councils

Nonohana Support Group

Regional Economy Vitalization Corporation of Japan

Shiga Prefecture Industrial Support Center

National Federation of Small Business
Associations for Shiga Prefecture

Shiga Prefecture Regeneration Support Liaison Committee

Kyoto Regeneration Network Committee

Business Improvement Support Center

Accredited supporting institutions
(certi�ed tax accountants and

certi�ed public accountants, etc.)

Utilization and cooperation

Cooperation

Cooperation

Cooperation

Information sharing

Cooperation

High

Low

・Credit Guarantee Association
・Organization for Small & Medium Enterprises 

and Regional Innovation, JAPAN
・Japan Finance Corporation

Trends in the total and regional number of customers and 
comparison with the total number of companies in the region

No. of customers by region

Total no. of customers

Local
Items

Non-local Local Non-local Local Non-local

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2015

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2016

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2017

22,470

15,348
(SPC:1)

6,738
(SPC:7)

14,909

48,9141,807,84548,914 1,807,845 48,914 1,807,845

7,109
(SPC:9)

15,526
(SPC:1)

7,488
(SPC:18)

22,443 23,496

No. of companies by region

The Bank’s main customers as a proportion of total customers

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2014

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2015

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2016

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2017

21,872 22,470 22,443 23,496

8,672 9,087 9,109 9,268

39.6% 40.4% 40.6% 39.4%

A  Total customers

B  The Bank’s main customers (non-consolidated)

Percentage (B/A)

Business improvement at the Bank’s main 
customers and trends in balance of loans

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2016

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2017

7,758 7,820

784.1 829.1

3,570 4,198 565.1 566.7

A The Bank’s main 
 customers (group)

Balance of loans at the Bank’s 
main customers (billions of yen) 

B Customers showing improvement 
 in management benchmarks

46.0% 53.7%

526.9

Percentage (B/A)

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2015

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2016

Fiscal year ended
March 31, 2017

Revised
conditions

Very strong
performers

Good
performers

Weak
performers *

1,296 53 221 1,022
Progress in business improvement plans for 
SMEs with revised conditions

Customers who compiled fundamental and feasible plans among recipients of 
business rehabilitation support, and ratio of those that have achieved their targets

Progress in business improvement plans at SMEs subject 
to revised lending conditions

No. of customers
who have compiled

fundamental and
feasible plans

No. of customers
that achieved

targets
No. of customers

that missed targets

94 81 13

86.2% 13.8%

No. of customers who compiled fundamental and feasible plans and their achievement ratio

Item

Providing �nancing and solutions 
based on business assessments

Backup system for our customers

Supporting compilation of business improvement plans 

Items

Items

Item

Finance 
benchmark

Finance 
benchmark

Finance 
benchmark

Finance 
benchmark

Finance 
benchmark

Balance of loans at customers 
showing improvement in 
management benchmarks 
(billions of yen)

* Included in weak performers are businesses that have not yet devised business improvement plans 
and customers that have compiled consultation sheets (simplified plans)
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For customers that need fundamental overhauls including 
financial rehabilitation, we offer fundamental support measures 
including financial support such as debt-debt swap 
arrangements.
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Cumulative total of cases proposed by the Bank after the launch of 
SME Business Rehabilitation Support Co-operative

Number of cases (customers) proposed by the Bank after the launch of SME Business 
Rehabilitation Support Co-operative in fiscal 2003

Results for �scal 2016
(From April 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017)

No. of instances

17,411

3,260

Items

18.7%

Major external specialist partners 
(excluding SME Business Rehabilitation Support Co-operative)

25

7

7

Consulting companies

Lawyers and law o�ces

Other experts

Financial support given based on business improvement plans: 
35 customers (includes repeat recipients)

24

3

10

Debt-debt swap (debt subordination)

Debt-equity swap (converting debt into equity)

Discounted payo� (transfer of credits)

FY2016

7No. of customers using SME Business Rehabilitation Support Co-operative

Results of measures to support corporate rehabilitation

17

3

14

M&A scheme

Involving Civil Rehabilitation Act

M&A by private arrangement

7“Secondary corporation” method

We offer extensive support to customers working to 
improve their management. The Company Management 
Support Office in the Credit Supervision Department is at 
the center of these activities. This Office comprises 
employees highly specialized in business support. The Office 
members provide management support to our corporate 
customers by collaborating with external experts, such as 
lawyers, certified public accountants, tax accountants and 
consulting companies.

Backing up the corporate management of our customers
Regarding business rehabilitation including financial support, we 
strengthen alliances with SME Business Rehabilitation Support 
Co-operative and other public, neutral third-party organizations, 
and commit fully to turning around businesses in difficulty.

Measures to support fundamental business rehabilitation

In Manager Guarantee Guideline Measures, we take 
measures to encourage financing that does not depend on 
manager guarantees, by respecting and complying with the 
guidelines for manager guarantees under the Financial 
Facilitation Management Policy provided in the basic policy 
on financial facilitation. Based on the guidelines for manager 
guarantees, we will continue to act in good faith in 
concluding guarantee agreements with customers and 
arranging guarantee obligations.

Manager Guarantee Guideline Measures

Item

Finance 
benchmark Finance 

benchmark

No. of new loans

Of which no. of loans without guarantees

Percentage of loans not dependent on manager guarantees
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